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The occurrence of multiple critical slip surfaces with equal importance in rehabilitating and reinforcing slopes has been frequently
observed in geotechnical engineering practices. The simultaneous determination of these potential slip surfaces is, however, not
trivial. This paper presents a methodology based on the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) approach, which can simultaneously determine multiple failure slip surfaces and the debris ﬂow process without previous knowledge or trial-and-error processes,
and this methodology is validated against a slope with the presence of multiple critical slip surfaces. The proposed methodology serves
as an eﬃcient and eﬀective alternative approach to traditional approaches, which involve cumbersome treatments performed by
engineers based on their subjective experiences. The multiple sources of failure slip surfaces in slope stability are equivalent to
multiple sources of initiation of slope failure, and it is found that SPH can provide a direct and systematic tool for identifying multiple
failure slip surfaces. However, some minor potential problems are also found with the use of the SPH method in actual applications.

1. Introduction
The limit equilibrium method (LEM), ﬁnite element
method, and ﬁnite diﬀerence-based strength reduction
techniques are among the more conventional tools to determine the factor of safety (FS) at the critical slip surface in
slope stability problems [1–18]; [19]; Li and Chu [20]. As a
special form of limit analysis, the discontinuity layout optimization method (DLO) has recently been applied to slope
stability problems by Krabbenhoft et al. [21], Smith and
Gilbert [22], and Cheng [23]; Cheng [23] found various
limitations to DLO, which Cheng [23] believed to be the
inadequacies of the numerical implementation instead of
fundamental problems related to DLO. For cases where
multiple critical slip surfaces exist (same FS for diﬀerent
critical slip surfaces) and for those cases where the FS values
of the local minima are only slightly higher than the critical
value, these multiple critical slip surfaces are usually not
considered in a systematic manner. However, for deposited

embankments, tailing dams, or excavated slopes with
complicated stratigraphy, the occurrence of several critical
failure slip surfaces with slightly diﬀerent or even equal FS
values is not surprising, and such a condition should be
properly considered in rehabilitating or reinforcing slopes.
To properly address this issue, Cheng et al. [10] proposed a
procedure to locate most of the dangerous failure slip
surfaces by varying the search domains for the entrance and
exit points. In the program SLOPE2000 by Cheng, multiple
critical slip surfaces can be determined visually by the locations of those slip surfaces with an FS 2–5% (or other
values) higher than the global minimum FS. More precise
locations of the other critical solutions can then be determined by changing the search domain for the entrance and
exit points range. If there are several local minima in the
solution with virtually the same FS, it is not easy to determine multiple critical slip surfaces from the visual observation in SLOPE2000. Reale et al. [24] developed a
holistic multimodal optimization technique to locate and
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converge to multiple failure slip surfaces simultaneously. Li
and Chu [25] used a correlation coeﬃcient-based approach
to ﬁnd the multiple failure slip surfaces of interest from a
large number of potential failure slip surfaces. There is no
rigorous rule for determining the values of the algorithm
parameters in Reale’s approach [24], and the variation in
their values may lead to the divergence of the optimization
techniques. The calculations of the correlation coeﬃcients
among failure slip surfaces are time consuming in Li and
Chu’s approach [25]. It appears that the approach in
SLOPE2000 by Cheng is the simplest method at present for
normal problems, as no additional computation is required
to determine the other critical slip surfaces. Determining the
multiple failure slip surfaces for general cases in a systematic,
automatic, and direct manner remains an open question.
This study aims to develop an alternative approach that
combines a smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) algorithm with strength reduction techniques to automatically
locate the multiple failure slip surfaces for slopes with
complex deposition layers. As a mesh-free method which
can tolerate very large movement and distortion, SPH can
simulate the whole process of slope failure, including the
initiation, propagation, and end of the slope failure. A
strength reduction technique serves as a tool to bring the
slope from a stable state to the failure state.
The paper starts with a brief introduction to SPH, followed by overviews of FEM- and FDM-based strength reduction techniques used to perform slope stability and to
locate the multiple failure slip surfaces in LEM. Then, the
proposed SPH methodology based on a self-developed
program is used to simulate the whole process of slope
failure to capture multiple failure slip surfaces. Finally,
discussions and conclusions are given to provide insights
into this interesting multiple critical solutions problem.

2. Brief Review of Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH)
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics belongs to the category of
meshless methods originally proposed by Lucy [26] and
Gingold and Monaghan [27] for astrophysics problems. The
strain and strain rates are large in SPH, and hence the use of
frame-invariant Eulerian Jaumann stress rate is commonly
adopted in the formulation. This method is actually a meshfree nonlocal Lagrangian method (where the coordinates
move with the ﬂuid), and the resolution of the method can
be easily adjusted with respect to the various control variables. SPH discretizes the problem domains into a ﬁnite
number of particles, embodying a set of physical parameters,
such as mass, velocity, strain, and stress. One particle is
connected with other particles within its support domain by
a kernel function. The particle has a spatial distance over
which the properties are “smoothed” by the speciﬁed kernel
function. The physical quantities of any particle can be
obtained by summing the relevant properties of all the
particles that lie within the range of the kernel. The contributions of each particle to a property are weighted
according to their distance from the particle of interest and
their density. At the initiation of SPH simulation, all the
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particles move according to the external forces acting on
them, and then those particles near the slope boundaries are
hindered due to the counterforces from the slope boundaries, thereby yielding strains and stresses for these particles.
Owing to the particle interaction, the strains and stresses will
appear gradually in all the other particles. Elastic and plastic
strains develop in accordance with the prescribed constitutive models. The particles will keep moving until the steady
state is reached. Various researchers have contributed to the
development of SPH over the last 30 years, and many different techniques have been proposed to overcome the basic
limitations in the applications of SPH. Currently, SPH is
applied in hydrodynamic, mechanical, blasting, dynamic
impact, and geotechnical applications.
SPH has also been widely used in many research ﬁelds
such as ﬂuid mechanics [28–30] and geotechnical engineering [31–42] since the constitutive model was ﬁrst
implemented in SPH by Bui et al. [43]. There are some
applications of SPH in slope stability problems, most notably
the works by Ono (2010), Bui et al. [31, 32, 43], and
Nonoyama et al. [35, 36]. For the ﬁnal on-site measured
failure proﬁle and the run-oﬀ for the Shum Wan Road
landslide in Hong Kong (failure in limonite and kaolinite),
the measured results match relatively well with the SPH
results by Wong [44], and the results are also better than
those obtained by Chen and Lee [45] using FEM. The better
results from SPH have inspired the authors to further investigate the application of meshless methods in slope
stability analysis. An in-house Fortran-based SPH software
package has been developed and has been validated through
comparison with SPH and FEM results as well as physical
model test results reported in the literature [38]. This
software package is used to model the slope failure process.

3. Slope Stability Analysis by
Traditional Methods
An example with a multiple critical slip surfaces problem by
Cheng et al. [10] and Reale et al. [24] is reanalysed in this
study. The slope has a height of 17 m and a series of gradient
changes throughout the proﬁle. As shown in Figure 1, the
uniform soil parameters are cohesion c � 5 kPa and frictional
angle φ � 30°, while the unit weight is 20 kN/m3. Before this
slope is reinforced or rehabilitated, the FS, especially of the
failure slip surfaces, must be located. In this section, FEM
and FDM are considered using a strength reduction technique in commercial numerical tools (e.g., Abaqus, FLAC,
and Plaxis) to evaluate the FS and automatically locate the
failure slip surface. In Abaqus and FLAC, the convergence
study of mesh ﬁneness on the calculation result is ﬁrst investigated to ensure the resolution of the calculated results.
The dilatancy angle ψ is set to zero, and therefore, the
nonassociated ﬂow rule is adopted in FEM and FDM. In
addition, the Spencer method with a noncircular slip surface
is also applied using SLOPE2000 to determine the minimum
FS and the multiple critical slip surfaces. The details of model
parameters in FEM, FDM, and LEM are summarized in
Table 1. The calculation results for FEM, FDM, and LEM are
shown in Figures 2–4. The FS value obtained by FEM and
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30
Slope height (m)

FDM is 1.33, and LEM yields a comparable value of 1.33. The
critical FS and slip surfaces from Abaqus, FLAC, and
SLOPE2000 are similar to each other, and such a result is not
surprising, as has been discussed by Cheng et al. [10]. The
failure slip surfaces that are automatically identiﬁed by the
strength reduction technique in Abaqus have not fully extended to form continuous proﬁles, but they indicate the
presence of three sources of potential failure slip surfaces at
diﬀerent elevations, as shown in Figure 2. FDM in FLAC or
Plaxis, however, provides only one full slip surface at the
middle part of the slope. As discussed by Cheng et al. [10],
there are various minor limitations in diﬀerent FEM-based
SRM programs, and FEM may not be able to give good or
satisfactory results for all cases. Cheng et al. [10] discussed
the diﬃculties of many commercial programs in generating
multiple critical slip surfaces automatically during the
analysis, and the limited trial tests of the updated commercial programs by the authors still reveal such limitations.
The automatic evaluation of multiple critical slip surfaces
using SRM still appears to be nontrivial.
For the present problem, LEM using SLOPE2000 can
also provide multiple slip surfaces (local minima) by
changing the entrance and exit ranges manually for diﬀerent
optimization searches after viewing the “trial surfaces range”
in the program, but such a semiautomatic approach can be
diﬃcult if the locations of the multiple critical slip surfaces
are near each other. The limitations of the classical methods
are clearly illustrated through this example. For general
cases, the presence of multiple critical slip surfaces is unknown to the engineers, and the reliance of commercial SRM
programs, engineering experience, or trial-and-error processes may not be adequate. The authors would like to
develop the tool for which multiple critical slip surfaces that
are full slip surfaces can be determined without human
interpretation or intervention, and this is the main purpose
of the present work.
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Figure 1: Geometry for multistage slope.

Table 1: Summary of model parameters in FEM, FDM, and LEM.
Method
LEM
FEM
FDM

c
(kN/m3)
20
20
20

C
(kPa)
5
5
5

φ
(degree)
30
30
30

E (kPa)

μ

NA
100000
100000

NA
0.3
0.3

δ
(degree)
NA
0
0

Note. c � unit weight, c � cohesion, φ � internal friction angle, E � elastic
modulus, μ � Poisson ratio, δ � dilation angle, and NA � not applicable.

Figure 2: The contour plot of plastic strain magnitude in Abaqus
with FS � 1.33.

4. Case Study Using an SPH-Based Approach
As shown in Figure 5, the proposed SPH-based approach
starts with the conﬁguration of particle size and SPH-related
parameters, and the stress and deformation for all the
particles for the stable slope are then obtained by SPH,
followed by strength reduction to decrease the strength of
the soil. The soil particles will move, deform, yield, and slide
accordingly. The failure slip surfaces can then be identiﬁed
by analysing the contour plot of the deformations for all the
particles at diﬀerent times during the SPH simulation.
The multibenched slope in Figure 1 is revisited, and the
whole process of slope failure is simulated using SPH. First,
the slope domain is divided into 29365 circular particles,
each of which has a radius of 0.1 m. A time step Δt of 0.0002 s
and h of 0.24 m based on the recommendation by Mao et al.
[37] are adopted in the present analysis. The deformation of
the slope particles after applying the gravity forces is shown
in Figure 6, and only very slight deformations are found,
indicating that the slope is at the stable state. Based on the FS
values (approximately 1.35) obtained by classical methods, a
slightly larger reduction factor (or FS) of 1.40 is used to

Figure 3: The contour plot of incremental plastic strain magnitude
in FLAC with FS � 1.33 (similar to Plaxis).

reduce the soil parameters in the SPH analysis. The reduced
cohesion is 5/1.4, and the tan value of reduced friction angle
is tan (π/6)/1.4; these parameters are deﬁned in the SPH
analysis to simulate the slope failure process. The slope has
reached a steady state at t � 6 s, and the plots of the contour
of slope deformation at diﬀerent times representing the
initiation, propagation, and the ﬁnal steady state of slope
failure are shown in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) shows the contour
of deformation at t � 1 s, and it is clear that two failure zones
have been initialized, including a smaller one in the middle
of the slope and a larger one ranging from the top of the
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Figure 4: The multiple failure slip surfaces with minimum FS � 1.33 in LEM.

Conﬁguration: proper choice of particle size and SPH parameters

Obtain the stress and deformation for all the particles by SPH
under gravity force (simulating the compaction process)

Reduce the original soil parameters of cohesion and friction angle
to initiate the slope sliding, and the FS value in traditional tools can be
an initial reduction factor

Based on the compaction process, SPH is used to simulate the
whole process of slope failure under reduced soil parameters

Analyse the contour of deformations for all the particles at
diﬀerent times to identify the multiple failure slip surfaces

Figure 5: The procedures for the proposed SPH-based approach to locate multiple failure slip surfaces.
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Figure 6: Contour plot of deformation for slope particles at steady
state.

slope to the toe of the slope. The smaller failure zone exhibits
a dramatic increase in deformation, and it is the ﬁrst failure
slip surface. A smaller failure zone at the slope top arises in
Figure 7(c), ﬂows in Figures 7(d) and 7(e), and ﬁnally
emerges into the larger failure zone in Figure 7(f ). After 6 s
of simulation, the slope reaches a steady state, and the ﬁrst
failure slip surface at the middle slope shows the largest
deformation value, as shown in Figure 7(f ). To compare the
results in SPH with those in LEM, multiple failure slip
surfaces (red dashed lines) with the contour deformation at
diﬀerent simulation times using undeformed particle deposition are shown in Figure 8. The multiple failure slip
surfaces obtained by Cheng et al. [10] correspond well to the
deformation contour in SPH. Therefore, the multiple
sources of failure slip surfaces in slope stability are equivalent to the multiple sources of initiation of slope failure.
SPH provides a direct and systematic tool for identifying the
failure slip surfaces. Compared with LEM, the deformation
of the slope is clearly captured. In fact, very large
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Figure 7: Contour plot of deformation for slope particles at diﬀerent times: (a) t � 1 s; (b) t � 2 s; (c) t � 3 s; (d) t � 4 s; (e) t � 5 s; (f ) t � 6 s (the
dotted line in (f ) represents the result from MPM analysis).

displacement or even ﬂow of the soil mass can be modelled
with the SPH analysis.
There is one concern regarding the SPH analysis that is
worth consideration. In Figure 7, there is a minor abnormal
change in the gradient for the largest critical slip surface near
the middle of the slip surface. The lowering of the gradient of

the slip surface will induce higher resistance to failure, and
such a result appears to be unreasonable. This phenomenon
is not reported by the use of LEM or FEM. To check for the
acceptability of this slip surface, an in-house-developed
material point method (MPM) program is used to analyse
this problem again with a factor of safety of 1.35. As shown
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Figure 8: Comparison of multiple failure slip surfaces between SPH (at diﬀerent times) and LEM [10]: (a) t � 1 s; (b) t � 2 s; (c) t � 3 s; (d)
t � 4 s; (e) t � 5 s; (f ) t � 6 s.

in Figure 7(f ), a smooth slip surface, as shown by the dotted
line, is obtained by the MPM, which is also similar to the
result by LEM. This result has also indicated that SPH can be
aﬀected to diﬀerent extents by various factors such as kernel
function, θ, or M. The authors do not view such a limitation
to be detrimental for SPH, as LEM, FEM, FDM, and MPM

are also aﬀected by various factors in the actual applications.
The use of SPH can enable the assessment of multiple critical
slip surfaces automatically, which is clearly an important
contribution to the analysis of slope stability.
Through the comparison with the evaluation of multiple
slip surfaces by the LEM, it is illustrated that the SPH has the
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potential in the autodetection of multiple slip surfaces which
is not possible for LEM and is usually diﬃcult with the FEM.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
The presence of multiple sources of potential failure slip
surfaces is important for the proper design of slope reinforcement works, slope risk assessment, and decision
making related to preventing slope failure. This phenomenon may not be critical for normal simple slopes but will be
more important for staged slopes and slopes with complicated geometry and ground conditions. Traditional numerical tools including LEM, FEM, and FDM are commonly
used for the determination of a single critical slip surface. It
is cumbersome to determine the multiple slip surfaces in
LEM, and the use of FEM and FDM to automatically locate
all the potential sources of failure slip surfaces appears to be
generally unsuccessful for most of the commercial programs.
By combining the SPH method and strength reduction
technique, it is demonstrated that SPH can simulate the
whole slope failure process and identify all the failure slip
surfaces. The failure slip surfaces identiﬁed by the proposed
method agree fairly well with those obtained by LEM
through varying diﬀerent entrance and exit search domains.
Therefore, the SPH algorithm serves as an eﬀective and
alternative tool for identifying the multiple sources of potential failure slip surfaces, and it can provide more insights
in the detailed analysis of slope stability problems. The
application of SPH to the determination of multiple slip
surfaces in slope stability problems in the present paper
serves as a pilot study in this area for which there is no
previous report about such application, and it is expected
that as SPH gets mature in the future, there will be more such
applications.
At present, the SPH method is still not mature enough
for general engineering use. It is time consuming to carry out
an SPH analysis, and the postprocessing of the results from
SPH analysis requires a certain amount of eﬀort. The authors, however, hold the view that SPH can be applied in
slope stability problems in the future, although further research is needed for such applications.
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